Purple (Zero Point Field Energy) Plate with Heart
Everything is Energy…
Quantum Physics has revealed that everthing in the Universe is
energy. The energy fields of humans, plants, the earth and the
rest of the Universe provide the interface that connects us all.
BIO-ENERGETIC FIELDS
All living organisms have a special structure, The Bio energy Field.
The human body has a bio-energy field which consists of subtle
organisms with energetic potential that gives strength and power to
the biological field.
Balance and the unhindered flow of energy are important to health
and wellness. As organs in our body function independently and
interdependently, unlocking the secrets of bio-energetic fields it
will open new ways for diagnosis and treatment.
Applying the principals of Quantum Physics And Quantum Mechanics
as in homeostasis condition, out body‟s Bio-energy field can
automatically access the Zero-Point Life Force Energy from the
environment and restore the energy deficiency bringing all aspects
(mental, emotional, physical and spiritual) into harmony. Our body‟s
own natural intelligence can channel the life force energy received
to the points where it is needed most and when administered over a
period of time. It aids cell rejuvenation and enhances our inner
vitality. It aids immunity by cleansing, charging and rejuvenating
our body cells, thus it aids age reversal, promotes health cells and
expels diseases.

Purple Energy Plate with Heart and the Body Fields
The plates are made of aluminum, which is first anodized
(electrolytic oxidation) and then colored. The spin of the atoms and
electrons of the aluminum is changed in such a way that the plates
that the plates are said to vibrate in resonance with the
fundamental energy (Chi, Prana, and Orgon) of the universe. The
surface of the plates has a crystal-structure. Their chemical
composition is the same as that of rubies and sapphires, which also
consists of aluminum oxide. We know that rubies give energy and
thus were called “life-stones” in the middle ages. Their field
penetrates every material with positive energy.
To energize your body‟s fields and alleviate pains and discomforts,
wave your plate over and as close possible on the body and the
problem areas. As the plate will work clock wise, anti clock wise,
figure eight. Repeat as often when necessary.
“Purple Plate Benefits”
* Assist the body to clear the distortions in its bio-energetic field.
* Relieve the body of pain and discomfort and may support healing
Of different body fields...
* Facilitate and/or strengthen the flow of energy in the body
* Stimulate bodily functions and strengthen immunity.
* Enhance all your charkas and aura every day after your shower.
“General Wellness/Other Benefits”
To help others from aches. Pains and other ailments.

To energize the environment in which we live.
Energizes the liquid we drink and the food we eat by increasing
potency.
Energizes creams, and oils for better absorption of nutreients.
Use the Purple Plate on face to rejuvenate the skin.
Press and wave plate at least 3 times on all fingers and toe tips to
unblock energy blockages.
Use the Purple Plate on all of your pets and plants to supplement
energy deficiency.
These plates will help to raise the vibration rate of the individual
using them. In no way, can these plates be harmful. Plate energy
will change the taste of wine…and for some reason, cheap wine
improves. For a boost of energy just wave the plate over your
entire body from head to toe.
WHEN YOUR BODY DOSENT HURT it restores the natural
harmony of the body thus aiding natural healing.
„‟BALANCE, ENERGY FOR ALL LIVING THINGS‟‟
HUMANS, PLANTS AND ANIMALS
Get your wave (Purple Plate with Heart) with Zero Point Energy
All of our products are infused with “Zero Point Energy Field”
Contact:
Steve Priebe (613) 842-4758

spriebe@sympatico.ca

